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The Consumer-Packaged Goods (CPG) industry is 

projected to reach a global market size of            

USD 18.9 trillion by 20311. Over the past three 

years, there has been an eight percent2 increase 

in technology budgets. This uptick underscores a 

rapid shift toward digital technology adoption. 

However, distribution supply chain operations 

investments have been lagging substantially. 

According to Forrester, channel sales constitute 

75%3 of the world’s commerce. So, companies 

must recognize the importance and necessity of 

channel sales enhancement.

Channel partners facilitate convenient entry into 

the burgeoning small and midsize business 

segments. They enable manufacturers to explore 

new geographical markets without extensive 

investments. Implementing this strategy can help 

increase sales and revenue without hiring extra 

headcount.

A recent Salesforce research shows that sales 

representatives dedicate just 28%4 of their 

week to active sales. Essential yet               

time-consuming tasks like deal management and 

data entry consume the rest. The demand to 

eliminate non-productive tasks from                      

representatives’ agendas is increasing. This 

enables them to allocate more time to engage 

with customers and close more deals. 

Primary challenges in the CPG supply 

chain across regions include:

• Absence of a centralized order 

management system that connects 

manufacturers, distributors, and 

retailers

• Lack of collaboration among                   

distributors hinders comparing and 

sharing best practices to sell                        

efficiently in their regions

• Emergence of demand-driven 

selling methods requiring active 

partner engagement

• Distributors, short of selling tools, 

often resort to adhoc methods with 

many manual touchpoints for sales 

completion

• Lack of a comprehensive view of 

distributor performance to launch 

motivational sales incentive programs

• Limited insights into partners’              

activities for end-to-end distributor 

management

Organizations looking to accelerate 

channel sales need to harness the 

power of digital technologies. This 

will boost distributor-led sales and 

empower them with enterprise-grade 

tools to sell efficiently. This move is 

increasingly important during 

economic uncertainty.



LTIMindtree's Salesforce solution designed 
for CPG companies
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LTIMindtree’s DistriSales solution is built on the Salesforce Consumer Goods cloud. It offers a connected 

ecosystem featuring AI, Data and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) powered                              

enterprise-grade tools for distributors. This empowers distributors to sell effectively through seamless 

integration and offers efficient communication, personalized engagement, streamlined purchasing, and 

strengthened relationships. This industry-specific CRM solution provides superior sales or service experience 

across channels. It combines the capabilities of the Consumer Goods (CG) cloud and Data cloud,

augmented by intelligent recommendations from Einstein for contextual and proactive actioning.

The solution encompasses the following key components:

Key 
Features

Key User 
 Personas

A robust telesales solution to 
facilitate seamless and real-time 
interactions to capture orders. This 
fosters personalized engagement, 
all from the comfort of their 
respective locations.

Telephony                             
Integration

AI-Based                         
Recommendations

Voice of the 
Customer (VoC)/ 

Feedback

Call Management

Order Capture

Inventory Check          
/Replenishment

Telesales Representatives

Tele-Sales

Self-serve multi-channel options, 
including a portal, provide tools for 
distributor onboarding, training, and 
service management. These options 
also encourage deeper collaboration 
through knowledge sharing.

Onboarding

Key Account                      
Management

Training &                    
Knowledge Mgmt

Branding

Retailer Orders

Contract Renewal

Distributor Employee

Omni-channel Self-Service

A 360° view that enables 
end-to-end distributor management 
to provide tier-based contracting, 
performance tracking, sales 
enablement, and AI-based insights 
to nurture long-term relationships.

Tier Classification

Contract                           
Management

Demand Forecasting

Distributor                           
Performance

Promotion                        
Management

Sales Enablement

Channel Partner Manager

Distributor 360

Key components of DistriSales
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The solution focuses on the areas below to help companies achieve holistic operational efficiency 

across the distribution value chain.

Core
Functional

Areas

Telephony
System

Inventory 
Management ERP Call Planning MDM

Supplier 
Systems

Accounting & 
Payments

HR

Distributor Management Order Management

Distributor
Performance

Distributor Programs/
Classification

Contractual Pricing

Sales Enablement

Distributor 360

Digital Onboarding &
Contract Management

Distributor Training

Promotion Management

Order Capturing

Real-time Inventory Check

Inventory Replenishments

AI-based upsell/cross-sell Order Fulfillment

Order Tracking

Order Summary & Advanced
Orders

Invoice Generation & Signoff

Service ManagementCall Management

Knowledge Management

AI/ML based forecasting

Feedback Management

Reports & Dashboards

Call Plan Schedule

Call Plan Modify/Re-assign

Tasks & Activities

Entitlements & SLAs

Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs)/Insights

Telephony Integration

Call Logging

Holidays & Leaves

Product & Price
Management

Pricebook & Discounts

Competitor Products

Tier-Based/Contractual 
Pricing Model

Product SKUs 
Management

Multi-Channel Support

Alerts & Triggers

Contract Renewal

Issue/Request
Management

Distributor Self-Serve

Branded Sites/Portals

Key Account Management

Retailer Orders

Collaboration & Lead
Sharing

Supporting
Functions



Our solution provides a wide range of benefits as highlighted below: 
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01 Enable a new revenue model – Sales via 
teleseller in a streamlined and                         
time-efficient way

01
Tracking distributor performance against 
defined KPIs and identifying strategies to 
increase sales enablement 

06

Centralized operations with order capture 
capabilities that are enabled on multiple 
channels

02
Maintain consistent branding and pricing
across distributors and potential conflicts 
over territory

07

Unlock new revenue streams through deeper collaboration with distributors

A stable platform for rapid distributor 
onboarding and expanding reach03

Allow experimentation with new product or 
service packages, marketing techniques, and 
sales approaches, in a low-risk setting

08

Better demand forecasting with the 
involvement of manufacturers, distributors, 
and retailers

04
Help manufacturers focus on product 
development and innovation while relying 
on distributors to handle sales and 
customer relationships

09

A distributor 360˚ view for end-to-end 
distributor management and engagement05

A platform that can enable visit planning, 
execution, and trade promotion depending 
on the operating model

10

To learn more about how LTIMindtree’s DistriSales solution can expedite your business’s journey to get to 

the future, faster, please connect with us at info@ltimindtree.com. 
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